
H20 Pools & Spas Provides Tips for Budget-
Friendly Pool Remodeling in Houston

HOUSTON, TX, USA, September 4, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Houston homeowners eager to

make their pool and their backyard an extension of their home will benefit from these budget-

friendly pool remodeling tips from H2O Pools & Spas.

Houston’s leading swimming pool builder, H20 Pools & Spas, offers low prices on repair,

remodeling, and cleaning services to ensure that any pool lends itself to creating the perfect

backyard atmosphere fit for years of relaxation.

More people are looking to stay close to home than ever before, and pool remodeling in

Houston can help save money on travel costs and make it easier spend time with the family.

Simple, budget-friendly upgrades can transform a cracked and dirty pool into a sparkling oasis

the whole family will love.

To give any pool a whole new look, a fast and budget-friendly option is the addition of LED lights.

LEDs are an energy-efficient and aesthetically pleasing upgrade that can improve the look of any

pool at an affordable price. In addition, a fire feature or fire pit is another budget-friendly way to

upgrade the look of a backyard pool.

For customers looking to move beyond a traditional swimming pool style, H20 Pools & Spas

offers affordable custom pool design. This swimming pool builder in Houston offers everything

from classic to contemporary pool designs. Since this dedicated team understands the

importance of quality pool design, they use computer-aided design tools to ensure that

customers end up with a perfectly designed pool.

In addition to custom designed pools, this swimming pool builder in Houston can create a

custom designed outdoor kitchen to further enhance any space. A custom design outdoor

kitchen can immediately enhance both the appeal and the value of any home in the Houston

area.

Clients of H20 Pools & Spas don't need to leave Houston to take a vacation. The vacation can

happen right in the comfort of their own backyard in their new custom designed outdoor space.

To learn more about this swimming pool builder in Houston, visit http://www.custompools-

tx.com/.
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About H2O Pools & Spas

H20 Pools & Spas is the leading family owned and operated swimming pool builder trusted by

Houston area residents. For more information about pool remodeling and other outdoor living

upgrades, visit http://www.custompools-tx.com/.
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